82-04 S10 Front bags brackets installations

Raise the vehicle to a safe and comfortable working height with the suspension hanging freely.

Remove the coil spring and shock absorbers. Refer to the factory service manual for proper disassembly procedures.

Apply Airmaxxx liquid thread sealer (available at airslamit.com) to the threads on the fittings and screw it into the top of the air bag.

Welding on the lower bracket is highly recommended (If you must bolt it on use the lower bracket as a template drill 2 holes on the lower a-arm to be able to mount the bracket on.

<---(passenger side shown)

Put one side assembly together by placing the upper bracket on top of the airbag and fasten with two bolts on top and a single bolt for the lower mount.

Place the air spring assembly into the coil spring pocket with the all-thread stud on the upper bracket sticking through the factory shock hole in the frame and secure with the nut and washer provided.

Cycle suspension with floor jack and double check for clearance around the airbag.

Repeat for the opposite side.